2008 scion xb headlight

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows you to replace the headlight in
your Scion xB. Changing both headlight bulbs on your xB at the same time will allow both bulbs
to have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter than the
bulb on the opposite side. In some Scions, the highbeam is the same bulb as the headlight and
it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they are the same
bulb and vise versa. Some Scions have high intensity discharge headlights, sometimes referred
to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through them, even if the
battery is disconnected. If your xB has this type of bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt
to change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your xB, it is important to not touch
the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your fingertips will cause that
part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If your
battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting enough juice from and will
likely wear out sooner. Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over the place these days see how to check your interior fuses here! Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change
an engine fuse. If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse
first. Clean the gunk off of your battery. Check for a blown interior fuse. Replace fog lights.
Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. See all videos for the Scion xB. We
have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Lake Chevy helped
make these videos. The video above shows you to replace the headlight in your Scion xB.
Changing both headlight bulbs on your xB at the same time will allow both bulbs to have the
same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter than the bulb on the
opposite side. In some Scions, the highbeam is the same bulb as the headlight and it is possible
for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they are the same bulb and vise
versa. Some Scions have high intensity discharge headlights, sometimes referred to as xenon
lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through them, even if the battery is
disconnected. If your xB has this type of bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt to
change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your xB, it is important to not touch the
glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your fingertips will cause that part
of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If your brake fluid is a little
low, learn how to add some here. Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Leaking coolant is
usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced. This video shows you how to quickly
plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the
styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add brake fluid. Secure precious cargo. You
love your kids right? See how to properly secure their car seat. Checking the windshield washer
fluid. There's no reason to check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how to do it
here! Plug minor coolant leaks. See all videos for the Scion xB. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 5. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
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email within 24 hours of purchase. Add No Thanks. Brand: Evan Fischer. Driver Side Left.
Passenger Side Right. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to
Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details.
Ships from and sold by AutoPartsDeal. FREE Shipping. Top rated from our brands. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
It is not created or sold by the OE car company. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Very good quality and easy to install. Very bright also. One person found this helpful. My
brother, who is a mechanic, said this was a reasonable deal for headlamp assemblies. Looks
brand new. Just buy OEM. Held up for 5 months but now it has fogging inside the lens. Wold not
recommended it. Images in this review. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: scion xb headlight bulbs. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. JP Auto.
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Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Preventing tragedy should be a priority for responsible drivers; maintain
your safety-oriented equipment in the best shape by installing outstanding parts at PartsGeek.
Those who choose a Scion know that quality and elegance are well worth preserving;
outstanding parts will keep your car or truck in the best condition. Scion is an innovative
producer of safe and dependable cars that include boosted personality and trendy designs.
Your Scion Headlight is one of the most important element installed on the vehicle regarding
secure navigation on unlighted streets or in heavy conditions. Numerous varieties of head
lamps have been developed, which are obtainable at virtually all auto parts outlets; these
include HID and tungsten lights. The Scion Headlights need to be replaced as they start to
become dim or are cracked. No other site can give you a better deal on reliable Scion parts and
accessories than we do all week long. Sidestep being tricked by fly-by-night imitators; we have
the ultimate in high-quality parts. Allow our live automotive tech professionals to aid you when
you place an order of strong car or truck replacement parts so you get a correct order each time
you shop at our website. Car and truck hobbyists understandably desire quality sales
assistance when looking at high-quality car or truck parts. Thus, we established a well-informed
technical help hotline to support all your needs. I ordered it online. The process was simple. I
am happy with the product. The ordering process was simple and the price was right. Nearly
had to remove the bumper install it but that's on the vehicle design. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
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the original. Quality: Value Line - High quality automotive part with the highest cost savings.
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Headlight Customer Reviews. Oct 28, Everything was very good everything worked out well
good job thanks. Ladell Lewis. Purchased on Oct 13, Sep 17, Great price. Robert Singletary.
Purchased on Mar 06, Aug 12, Well packaged, quick shipping. Was well packaged for shipping
and arrived quickly. Robin Glenn. Purchased on Jul 27, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create
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